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Goals for the Session

Establish an Engineering/Physics network 
before conference

Identify and address participant concerns

Tap the experiences and resources of the 
group

Deal primarily with discipline-specific issues

Promote interaction among participants



Participant Introductions

Name, institution, experience with PBL, 
personal goals for the conference.

Form pairs for about 5 minutes and introduce 
yourselves.

Each person in turn introduces his or her 
partner to the whole group.



Concerns and Interests of 
Newcomers to PBL

What are the barriers to getting started with 
PBL in Engineering and Physical Science?

Form two or three groups where newcomers are 
distributed among experienced PBL 
practitioners.

The newcomer's questions and concerns drive 
the discussion in the groups.

Report out at the end so that everyone can 
benefit from the separate discussions.



Sharing of Sample PBL 
Problems

Science and Technology for Non-Science 
Majors

Introductory Physics for Engineering 
Majors

Engineering Mechanics for Civil Engineers



Silicon, Circuits, and the Digital Revolution
SCEN103 at the University of Delaware

http://www.physics.udel.edu/~watson/scen103/

http://www.physics.udel.edu/~watson/scen103/
http://www.physics.udel.edu/~watson/scen103/


PBL Approach to
Simple Electrical Circuits

Incorporating PBL problems,

Other collaborative exercises, and

Hands-on laboratory exercises.



Crossed Circuits

Two roommates argue about perceived use 
of electrical energy.  Who should pay more 
towards the utility bill?



www.physics.udel.edu/~watson/phys208/









www.physics.udel.edu/~watson/phys345/



Lights Out!

Students attempt to design a flashlight from a 6V lantern bulb 
and two AAA cells that will last for five hours.

Batteries and internal resistance

Energy capacity

Circuit Design



Examples from Engineering

Prof. ‘Tripp’ Shenton
Civil and Environmental Engineering
University of Delaware

CIEG311:
Junior-level course on engineering mechanics

Examine project 3, then 2.



Problem-Based Learning and Physics: 
Developing problem solving skills in all students

NSF DUE 00-89408 CCLI-EMD
The problem-based learning (PBL) program initiated at the 
University for reforming undergraduate science teaching is 
being expanded beyond the University by the development 
of instructional models and materials made accessible to 
faculty worldwide through an online clearinghouse. The 
project is developing a database of problems, instructional 
models, evaluation  tools, and web-based resources that 
effectively incorporate PBL across the content framework 
of introductory undergraduate physics courses.



Problem-Based Learning and Physics: 
Developing problem solving skills in all students

NSF DUE 00-89408 CCLI-EMD
Materials are being collected and reviewed for a wide 
variety of introductory physics courses, for both science 
majors and non-science majors, across all levels of 
instruction and class enrollment. In addition to collecting 
existing problems and material, the project is 
implementing problem-writing workshops as an important 
element in developing the collection of PBL materials 
needed to cover the different curricula of physics at the 
college level. Selected clearinghouse problems will also be 
adapted to the high school setting.



But where are the problems?

Typical end-of-chapter problems can be 
solved by rote memorization, pattern-
match, and plug-and-chug techniques

Good problems should require students to 
make assumptions and estimates, develop 
models, and work through the model.

A source of problems outside the 
commercial texts needs to be developed.



PBL Clearinghouse

An online database of PBL articles and problems.
All material is peer-reviewed by PBL 

practitioners for content and pedagogy.
All problems are supported by learning objectives 

and resources, teaching and assessment notes.
Holdings are searchable by author, discipline, 

keywords, or full text.
Fully electronic submission, review, and 

publication cycle.
Controlled access by free user subscription, 

students excluded.























Institutional Change: 
Convincing Colleagues

What are the institutional barriers and 
challenges for adoption and continued 
use of PBL in your discipline/ 
department?



Wrap-up,
Questions and Answers

Does the group want to reconvene on 
Thursday Morning?
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